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All-new second
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ٙ ȅ ൢ
SUV ϘߡۖۦЂಿߞྑȂփЂಿ٠ߞژ
ϟߍ Tiguan SUV ജҳध֜ܠऎ࣏Ђಿ٠ྍژᄦ
ྐদ࢙۶ࢭгҦߞᗏ᠖Ȃ՞Դ࠲ࢺгҦԴӏڽ٠
ژѵधߞசȄ ഺըߞըࠪहᅆЂಿ٠ڽژሲ
ࠧ௱দঋȄ
ഺภྲϘ҃ Tiguan ෩ڻЂߞႮྏ㖝Ȃᘵ
ᚎṶ֭ڗژюЇѧѽࡈኵЂȂᔹ༮ߞҳᣍᢰ๑Ꭲ࣏
ᔖᅗݕஜᅗൌєϠަӫȄ
ᅆ  ݺК  SUVȂ  ϟ ҃ Tiguan  ۍգ 2 г
пߡұ٠ख़ᏇኧᕅєᕜȂӀᑼଈ༓ُ 100
г ڧ7.4 гпȂѽфԐ་ߞՉԑґକȂබՂዾ
ߞࡈႮ۶ژႽቃׄȄᑫЂڲ׀Ђಿ٠ߞژே֖ᗁ
໗ Michael Bartsch ჰ  Comfortline ߞ 2 г п
132 TSI єᕜ࣏൵ۦᡌࠓߞภՑȄ

Tiguan ߞҳჹ࣏ૌӒᢰϠඈྑߞԳўȂܥ
ߞࡈᑶ୨൯ LED џ༡֖ژᑶȂѽфـኵـҐ״
ᣍߞࣝيی୨ѽـ࠲ࡈߞܥᔍᅸȂഺڱൌຜП
Tiguan Ϙৎـգࣿϧ۶ۍґକߞݑҳᣍȄ
 ژස а ൊ  ֬ Ђ ಿ ߞ GolfȂ ഺ ࣏ ࢝ Հ ߞȂ
ԯऎ Golf ԴԢภڀژК࣏ኊ࣏൵ՀߞȄ ๒փ
Tiguan ౹ҐϞѧ Golf ـᒵߞᢏмȂژසᔹ༮ߞ
ന۶ᣍྏྻᢰְ Tiguan ࣏ԴԢڀژК൵ᔹ
ߞٽȄ

Tiguan ߞኇᓻጹᚎඏփѷֶ၉ᇟग़Ȃаᡛࣘ
ഹߞᑛ፱Ȃөভ۶۽ᢜཬਫ਼ȄژසႅჹྏះிᅁȂ
ՉԑȂຜষࢉྏះҞັᏋ࢞Դഺߩ༡Ȅ
КҴఠۘҭϯߞዥጹ۶༟ᝯൌ࢝ਟݽతៈȇ
ᢖӯࢍ౻Ȃգݺ׀ೀဗஉ௵ȇўԨጹ࣏؆ग़ߞЂ
ЈȂۍ൯௱ӡߞఠۘࢷ༕ȇўߞՅᔼߩ༡࢝ԺȂ
ӤݺգცЄڀژȂ១ߩҍߩ༡ڹఀژසаߞК
Ҵாգ࢝Ђߞߩ༡Ȅ

Tiguan ߞژසڶ๒࣏Ϙৎ൵ᢰϠѕఐේߞأ
ԳўȄ Ӈ༟ࢢࠝȂְަྍۖߞϘԆ࣏ڰኵັ
Ꮛߞਲ਼֜ȂࢢژසҞኵԳਟૼϬ֜ষࢉȄᗁԒԑ
ژգУৎਲ਼֜Ȃ෩ڻϞږߞᔝൊ۶ᇿൊߩ༡Ȅ
ჰ Tiguan ྻኧҐϛԩষࢉȄ
ྲภ Tiguan ԴգϘৎࠧ௱ԑবߞ൹ྲՉԑ
ثങ۶ቃׄڀȂҒࣁϛৎઈᡃȂዅҍՑஜᑟ
၊ȂࡈቃׄȂࡱҾᇦࢧۘஜȂᏼᏺ߰િൻᕭเȂ
ژႽஐᛓ់טȂԺဥዠۘஜȂ៷ژᄊᔝ ۶ཇ
ྏᐡຈຈȄ ێҁᢏм౹ҐϞـኸըߞґକȂփ
Tiguan գϬೡЙԢਇᔠ༵ӫڻਛᓴᑄȄ
Ϣ ࠝ ૺ  ߞ ־1.4 г п TSI Trendline ୨ գ 6
ിјஜ۶ DSG ᛕᛓԪᐡஜޯፐڻᓴᑄȂ֭ 1.4
гп TSI Comfortline Ҫգ 6 ി࢘ஜޯፐᓴᑄȄ
ҹেൌҪ෩ࡈڻᏇᠭஜȄ ݙգێҁၳգԑᏇ
ᠭஜ۶ 7 ി DSG ᛕᛓԪᐡ٠ژȄ ݙգၳൌۍ
գി࢘۶ўԨూྏȂცቃׄஜϧᚼԨȂ٠ژᔖѤ
єᕜྻஜஃѤȄ

SUV's are very popular and
Volkswagen Ʌ s Tiguan SUV, version two,
is positioned as a showcase of VW's
intentions to rebuild and restore the
company's standing and reputation post
diesel gate, and get on with the business
of keeping the company where it should
be in the future of the auto world. This
debut is a very important one for VW.
This new Tiguan delivers strong road
presence with compact but larger than
previous dimensions, with elegant looks
that draw attention whether sitting at
lights or on the move. During our media
drive people did not just look they stared!
For a mid-sized SUV the second
generation Tiguan has hatch-like frugality,
the 2-litre four-cylinder turbo petrol engine
achieving 7.4-litres/100km, and classleading advanced safety features such
as front and lane assist are standard.
Volkswagen Australia MD Michael Bartsch
expects the 2.0-litre 132TSI Comfortline
to be the most popular choice.
Externally the Tiguan is truly likeable,
stylish headlights featuring LED daytime
running lights
and wider more
imposing two-bar
grille, with sleeker
front bumper, all
do their part to
give the SUV a
more dynamic
and purposeful
look.
The interior
is similar to the
Golf, and that's good because the Golf's
is amongst best for price. Tiguan then
adds its own refinement. The cabin has
classy design and feel, with a level of fit
you find only from the best.
The dash is simple and nicely lay out,
lined with soft touch rubber, leather and
solid plastics. Cabin trim feels substantial
and secured, giving the feeling of staying
that way without deterioration.
Dials and switches on the centre
console are all within easy reach, displays
are clear and friendly to the eye, the

ԑᏇᠭஜڀੲᑂቮঋԴࡈᏇ۶ࢢᏇН༡ข
କԳзґತѧȂѽԴညࡈ౧Ԇϭᅁ൵ڸᠭஜ۶
عԳȂ࣏֭ԴֲႶϭయ་ࡈᏇȄ
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steering wheel is perfectly-sized with
useful controls placed on it. Handy
storage spaces abound, with significant
space on the central area, thanks to the
electronic park brake.

The TiguanɅs cabin remains an
enjoyable place to be. Opening the
rear door the first thing you notice is
the spacious and comfortable seating,
accommodating three rear passengers
without hitch, five seats overall, and
providing more than adequate head and
legroom. A seven seater is expected to
arrive in future.
The new Tiguan now has a very
comprehensive standard package of
innovative safety technologies and
assistance systems, including seven
airbags, popup bonnet,
front assist,
city emergency
brake, driver
fatigue detection,
lane-departure
warning, multicollision brake,
reversing camera
and sensors, and
more. The other
variants add increasing levels of features,
and then there are three sets of options
packages available.
The entry level 1.4L TSI Trendline has
6 speeds manual or DSG double clutch
auto transmission, then the 1.4L TSI
Comfortline has 6 speed autos only. Both
front wheel drive only. All other models
have all wheel drive and 7 speed DSG
double clutch autos. All models have
speed and direction sensitive, electrically
assisted power steering, and engine
start/stop when stationary.

ٙ ȅ ൢ
Դ 132TSI Comfortline  ၳ ߞ є ᕜ ၊
ϭ Չ ႅ Ϟ Ϙ ৎ 2.0 г п ߞ ұ ख़  Ꮗ ኧ ᕅ ٠
 є ᕜȂ ୨ ਇ 7 ി DSG ፐ ᛕ ᛓ Ԫ ᐡȂ ѽ ᚼ
ി 3900-6,000 rmp ߞ ґ ತ ۶ ُ 320 ѱ ռ
 خϧ ᓮ ҍ ُ ж ៗ ᚼ ി 132Ȃ  خϧ ऎ 1,5003,940rpmȄ ᘵ๒ 1.6 ᐟᑋ൯দ༓֭Ъ๒࠲ࢺ
7.7 ोߞѵ॔॔ᔂȄ
ԴгႮϯȂ۶ЂԺዴ SUV ϘዹȂЙږᚼ
Ԩѧჰงߞঋ՝Ȃ࣏֭ܶႻԳᚼԨᅆᕕᢰ࠲ا
ࢺަྍႮবఐȂاেഺᏃ࣏ࠧژ௱ూథ
۶ਟݽᑆఠȄ យࣛ۶ڗژఠۘࡻՀȂԴჅ࢘
ᜩᜦܠȂᏡߞ׀ನሃᇟፁȂҞჰเ۶ژ
Ⴛ֯ډՀȂ֭Ղލ൫ۖڽȂѹஜ۶ജஜߞന
൯ȂՂࡈቃׄᇦࢧژ۶ ABS ྻ෩ڻᕒׄȄ
ՂְލӒԴඵرϘᏃК SUV ѷۍգᅁ
ӡߞஜߩ༡۶କਟ༓ϘৎЈਛਲ۶ێҁϠȂ
ϟ҃ Tiguan ऻ࣏ڽϘৎࠧ௱գכєϧߞ
ᓴᑄȂڭѷգჰྏྻদᏩЂಿ٠ߞژᗏౕȄ

The all-wheel drive system switches
the power ratio intelligently between
front and rear wheels as needed for
best drive and grip under prevailing
conditions, but propels front wheels only
under low load.
Under the 132TSI Comfortline
model's bonnet nestles a 2.0-litre four
cylinder turbo petrol power plant, mated
to a 7-speed twin-clutch DSG box,
whipping out 132kW at 3,900-6,000rpm
of power and 320Nm at 1,5003,940rpm of torque. Despite 1.6 tonnes
kerb weight it still manages a century
sprint of 7.7 seconds.
O n t h e h i g h w a y, a s w i t h m o s t

SUV's, understeer does kick in earlier
than expected, but thankfully the
steering corresponds well to keep me
updated, and we found that this car is
very agile and well handling. Suspension
and body control are good, smooth over
bumps, sharp handling and precise,
predictable and brakes work well, but
if trouble arrives, active and passive
devices like front assist with emergency
braking and ABS are there to help.
Looking for a medium-sized SUV
with practical boot space and capacity
for a small family and then some,
t h e s e c o n d g e n e r a t i o n Ti g u a n l o o k s
ver y appealing, and bodes well for a
resurgent Volkswagen.
SPECIFICATIONS
ቋਿڷೣਿ

Trendline
110TSI 6 6 ഀЙଢ଼ $ 31,990
6 ഀ DSG Ռଢ଼ $ 34,490
Comfortline
110TSI 6 ഀ DSG $ 36,990
132TSI 7 ഀ DSG $ 41,490
110TDI 7 ഀ DSG $42,990
Highline
162TSI 7 ഀ DSG $48,490
140TDI 7 ഀ $49,990
ᡝᑖȞmmȟȈߝ 4486Ȃᗯ 1839Ȃଽ 1648Ȃቶ

2681

ٙࠈȈ11.5 Խ
ᒵȈߜ឴ / ੵਝݶݎᅘ $ 700
രӇȈࣸު
ᐽਟȈ਼ܖݶଽฒ႗ 95 RON
߳ওȈ3 ԑ / Ϛ३ϴ٨
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